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             М. Л. Кисилиер (отв. ред.),  Лингвистическая и этнокультурная ситуация 
в селах Приазовья. По материалам экспедиций 2001–2004 годов . Санкт-
Петербург: Алетейя / M. L. Kisilier (ed.),  Th e Linguistic and Ethno-Cultural 
Situation in the Greek Villages of the Azov Region: Based on Materials from the 2001-
2004 Expedition.  St. Petersburg: Aleteya, 2009, p. 448. ISBN 9785914192058. 

  1 Description 

 Th is volume is the fi rst in what will be a series on the language, literature, and 
culture of ethnic Greeks in Southern Ukraine by the Hellenic Institute of 
St. Petersburg (Series Title:  Язык и Kультура Mариупольских Греков  [Th e 
Language and Culture of Mariupol Greeks]). Th is volume presents fi ndings from 
fi eldwork conducted between 2001 and 2004 by students pursuing the 
“Ethnolinguistics and Field Research” concentration off ered by the Department 
of Linguistics at St. Petersburg State University under the direction of faculty from 
the Department of General Linguistics, Mathematical Linguistics, Russian, 
English and German Philology and the Department of Ethnography. Th e data 
were collected in seventeen villages populated by ethnic Greeks to the west and 
north of the city of Mariupol in Southern Ukraine on the coast of the Azov Sea, 
where ethnic Greeks relocated from Crimea in 1778-1779.  

  2 Th e Azov Greeks 

 Approximately 120,000 ethnic Greeks reside currently in the city of Marioupol 
and 32 villages in the surrounding area (Pappou-Zouravliova,  1999 : 129). Th ey 
represent the largest Greek community in the former Soviet Union and have pre-
served Greek traditions and customs. However, this population of diaspora Greeks 
is linguistically diverse. In 14 villages, Greek settlers and their descendants speak 
Urum, a Turkic language. In 18 villages, they speak Rumeika, a dialect of Modern 
Greek (Pappou-Zouravliova,  1999 : 129). Rumeika itself is not structurally uni-
form, so recognizing a number of diff erent varieties of Rumeika has been pro-
posed (Pappou-Zouravliova,  1999 : 137).  

  3 Summary 

 Th e current volume opens with a description of the series and a preface by the 
editor followed by thirteen chapters in three parts: Part 1,  History and Culture  
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(p. 25-78), Part 2,  Language and Identity  (p. 79-162), and Part 3,  Linguistic 
Description  (p. 163-402). 

 Part 1,  History and Culture , consists of two chapters. Chapter 1,  History of 
Rumejs. Chronology of major events (1771-2003)  (p. 25-64), by G. A. Animitsa and 
M. L. Kisilier, is a 39-page timeline which begins with the arrival of Archbishop 
Ignatius in Crimea in 1771 and continues with descriptions of noteworthy politi-
cal, cultural, and linguistic developments related to the ethnic Greeks in this 
region through 2003. Chapter 2,  Th e traditional culture of the Greeks of Mariupol  
(p. 65-78), by A. A. Novik, describes the fi eldwork expeditions, summarizes the 
history of the Greek settlements in the region, and details the distinguishing char-
acteristics of the local Greek culture (in contrast to those of the Ukrainian and 
Russian cultures), such as the preparation of traditional Greek foods ( chir chir , i.e., 
 tsoureki , and  shmush  or  kubite , a layer cake stuff ed with meat and grated pumpkin 
and/or rice in some villages and chicken and potatoes in others) and the predomi-
nance of the color blue as the color of choice for painting doors, windows, fences, 
and furniture. An insert of fi ve pages of photographs of buildings, crafts, Greek 
dishes, and villagers precedes the chapter. 

 Part 2,  Language and Identity: Language Contacts , comprises four chapters. 
Chapter 3,  Th e Turkic-speaking Greeks (Urums) of the Azov region: language and 
ethnic (self )identifi cation  (p. 79-96), by B. B. Baranova, describes the linguistic 
landscape in Stary Krym, a village turned into a suburb of Mariupol, where the 
ethnic Greek population speaks Urum, a Turkic language. Th e speakers them-
selves are called Urums (Urumi) or Tatar Greeks. Urum itself, however, seems to 
be a dying language. Its native speakers in Stary Krym appeared pessimistic about 
the language's outlook, not only because Urum competes with Russian and 
Ukrainian as well as Standard Modern Greek, which is currently taught in the 
schools, but also because parents have not traditionally spoken Urum to their 
children, believing, instead, that Urum is a language learned in adulthood (p. 86). 
What is more, Urum speakers themselves consider its use in public settings uncivi-
lized and rude (p. 85). Likely because of the dying status of Urum, the remainder 
of the volume focuses exclusively on Rumeika, also known as the Greek dialect of 
Mariupol (for additional terms referring to this dialect of Greek, see Kontosopoulos, 
 2000 : 109). Chapter 4,  Th e Rumeic language in the Azov region  (p. 97-112), by 
B. B. Baranova and K. V. Viktorova, charts the use of Rumeika among diff erent 
age groups of speakers and discusses its place in the linguistic profi le of its native 
speakers in relation to their use of Russian, Ukrainian, and Standard Modern 
Greek. Th is chapter suggests that in contrast to Urum, Rumeika seems very much 
alive in a number of villages (e.g., Maloyanisol, Bugas, Kremenevka, Makedonovka), 
to such an extent, in fact, that the acquisition of Rumeika is the topic of Chapter 5, 
 Rumeika: from 4 to 94  (p. 113-133), by A. D. Gromova. Finally, the incorporation 
of Russian and Turkish forms in Rumeic utterances is the topic of Chapter 6, 
 Codeswitching and grammatical interference  (p. 134-162) by E. P. Lisitskaya. 
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 Part 3,  Linguistic Description , is itself divided into three sections: phonology, 
morphology, and syntax. Th e exclusive focus on Rumeika continues and, in addi-
tion, the chapters now introduce and describe individual varieties of Rumeika 
(termed ‘subdialects’). 

 Section 1,  Phonetics , consists of chapter 7,  Phonetic features (based on an initial 
analysis of the phonemic system of the subdialect of the Maloyanisol village)  (p. 163-
192) by O. N. Nikolaenkova. Th e variety of Rumeika described in this chapter is 
spoken in Maloyanisol, Kremenevka, Kiryakovka, and Truzhenka. Th e chapter 
begins with a description of the vowel system, including their allophonic varia-
tions in stressed and unstressed syllables, and presents a number of examples con-
trasting elicited Rumeic forms to their counterparts in Standard Modern Greek 
(e.g., /ola/ vs. /ula/ ‘all’, /kseri/ vs. /kser/ ‘knows’, /eferan/ vs. /ifi ran/ ‘(they) 
brought’, /alepu/ vs. /al j ipu/ ‘fox’, /xamo/ vs. /xma/ ‘down’, /nekros/ vs. /nkros/ 
‘dead’). Th e description of the consonantal system includes a place/manner of 
articulation chart of the consonants as well as a table illustrating the distribution 
of each consonant in word-initial, intervocalic, and word-fi nal positions. 

 Section 2,  Morphology , consists of four chapters. Chapter 8,  Th e nominal system  
(p. 193-205), by K. V. Viktorov, includes a short section on the defi nite article and 
then turns to the morphology of nouns (i.e., gender, declension, and number 
marking) in three varieties of Rumeika (the varieties of Maloyanisol, New 
Karakuba/Bugas, and Yalta/Urzuf ). In Chapter 9,  Adjective (based on the subdialect 
of the Urzuf and Yalta villages ) (p. 206-222), D. C. Ermishkina discusses the struc-
ture and semantics of adjectives in Rumeika. Th e chapter includes short descrip-
tive sections with examples (i) on polysemous adjectives (e.g.,  xudro  ‘big’ or ‘tall/
high’ or ‘heavy’ or ‘full’), (ii) synonymous adjectives (e.g.,  juma  and  xudro  ‘full’), 
(iii) adverbs derived from adjectives (e.g.,  makra  from  makri  ‘long’), (iv) diminu-
tive forms of adjectives (e.g.,  aspro/sprutsik  ‘white’), and (v) plural forms of adjec-
tives (e.g.,  mavur/mavra  ‘black’). Puzzling is the superlative form of adjectives in 
this dialect, a periphrastic form consisting of the comparative form (e.g.,  kalitur  
‘better’,  xudrotur  ‘bigger’) in combination with the particle  lon  (e.g.,  lon makretur  
‘longest’) (p. 222). 

 Chapter 10,  Th e morphology of the verb  (p. 223-346), by N. V. Kuznetsova, is 
the longest and by far most detailed chapter in this volume. It presents contrasting 
verb forms elicited from speakers of seven varieties of Rumeika (the varieties of 
Yalta, Bugas, Novaya Karakuba, Anadol, Bolshaya Yanisol, Sartana, and 
Maloyanisol). Unlike other chapters, this chapter begins by acquainting readers 
with Standard Modern Greek verb morphology prior to diving into the detailed 
description of verb morphology in Rumeika, a description which includes 55 
elaborate charts with multiple examples of verbs illustrating the forms used for 
diff erent classes of verbs in the present tense, past imperfect tense, aorist, and 
infi nitive forms in the diff erent varieties. Lastly, the section on morphology 
ends with a chapter on modality, Chapter 11,  Means of expressing irrealis modality  
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(pp. 347-373) by O. V. Davydov. Th e data in this chapter were elicited from 
speakers representing the varieties spoken in Maloyanisol, Yalta, Krasnaya Polyana, 
Sartana, and Bolshaya Novoselka. 

 Th e volume concludes with two chapters on the syntax of Rumeika. In Chapter 
12,  Word Order  (p. 374-393), M. L. Kisilier reports on syntactic analyses of 
data drawn from spontaneous speech samples of speakers from Maloyanisol as 
well as from traditional Rumeic poems and songs. Analyses of the spontaneous 
speech samples revealed the following frequency distribution of word order 
patterns: VO > SV > SVO > OV > VS > SOV > OSV > VOS > VSO > OVS 
(see Figure 12.1, p. 375, for raw numbers and comparison with data drawn from 
songs/poems). In addition, analyses address the pro-drop status of Rumeika 
(see fi g. 12.3, p. 78, for the analysis of the data in terms of proportional use of 
subjectless sentences), the use of the sentential enclitic  pa  (e.g.,  atin ipan-tu ula- pa   
‘they told-him everything- pa ’), and the placement of pronominal clitics (e.g.,  fer-
 mi  psume  ‘bring me bread’). Th e last chapter in the volume, Chapter 13, 
 Pronominal object doubling  (p. 394-402), by A. B. Borisov, describes object dou-
bling (e.g.,   tu xarti    pira- tu  pses  ‘I received the letter yesterday’) and includes a 
six-page list of Russian sentences with their translations into Rumeika by speakers 
from Maloyanisol.  

  4 Evaluation 

 One inconsistency in this volume seems particularly noteworthy. As expected, 
most authors in this volume follow tradition in classifying Rumeika as a dialect of 
Modern Greek. In chapter 4, however, Baranova and Viktorova question this clas-
sifi cation of Rumeika, arguing instead that Rumeika should be considered a dis-
tinct language. Th eir argument rests on the following considerations: (i) speakers 
of Rumeika have been isolated from the Greek mainland and its speakers for over 
two hundred years (p. 97), (ii) “the ‘linguistic distance’ between Rumeika and 
Standard Modern Greek is large enough” (p. 98, my translation), and (iii) Standard 
Modern Greek is not the prestige language of ethnic Greeks in this region as 
would be expected if Rumeika were a dialect (p. 98). Th e criterion of mutual intel-
ligibility, however, has not been systematically examined, and as a native speaker 
of Standard Modern Greek myself, I was able to interpret examples in Rumeika 
presented in this volume. I would, therefore, argue that their suggestion should be 
viewed as an empirical question. 

 As a book-length work on the history, culture, and current state of the lan-
guage of ethnic Greeks in Southern Ukraine, this volume represents a signifi cant 
contribution to the fi eld. From a linguist's vantage point, the various snapshots 
of present-day Rumeika recorded in this volume are a small treasure, especially 
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if Hatzidaki ( 1999 ) accurately deduces from her fi ndings that “it requires no 
distortion of the evidence…to reach the conclusion that the dialect is currently 
passing through the phase of language shift,” a process of language change among 
minority speakers from the minority language to the majority language (1999: 
143). In the case of Rumeika, the language shift, Hatzidaki argues, is likely 
exacerbated by the instruction of Standard Modern Greek in local schools and 
among college students pursuing diplomas in Modern Greek instruction 
(cf. Chatzipanagiotidou and Tsolakidis,  2011 ). Th is situation now also positions 
Rumeika in direct competition with the standard variety of Modern Greek. 

 With that in mind, it is encouraging that this volume is only the fi rst in a series 
on the language and culture of Mariupol Greeks. A record of a larger number of 
words would be a valuable future addition, as would be a more detailed discussion 
of the Urum speakers and their language. 

 Reviewed by Aleka Akoyunoglou Blackwell 
 Middle Tennessee State University    
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